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Introduction
In about 75 percent of cases, it pays for an
organisation to reskill an employee – yet
few do this systematically. Here’s why, and
what companies should do differently.
- by Tera Allas, Elizabeth Foote, and Will Fairbairn

“You must manage human capital as wisely as
financial capital.” This is the exhortation of the
influential business book Talent Wins.1 As the
authors argue, talent is a critical business input –
and companies should deploy analytical rigour to
assess, segment, invest in and reallocate human
capital, just as they would with financial capital.
In this article, we present the findings of our
analysis of talent in the United Kingdom, and show
that there is a strong economic case for reskilling
current employees or promising new hires. We
define reskilling in a broad sense, including both
upskilling – advancing workers’ current skills –
and retraining, the provision of new skills to enable
a change in role.
Our research shows that, for UK employers,
reskilling would yield positive economic returns
in about three-quarters of cases. Our analysis
also reveals that, if workers are to realise the full
benefits of reskilling over the next decade, more
than 90 percent of the UK workforce will need
to be trained. Yet reality currently falls short of
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potential: according to a UK government survey,
62 percent of workers received workplace training
in 2017.2 This figure includes training related
to health and safety or the induction of new
employees.
Over recent years, trends such as digitisation have
widened the skills gap – the distance between
actual and required skills – in UK organisations.
The COVID-19 crisis is extending this gap, making
more urgent the question of how to bridge it.
But pioneering companies are already pointing
the way to solutions, adopting bold approaches
to manage human capital more strategically. As
we show in this article, there are clear practices
that employers can adopt to drive effective
reskilling. These include conducting strategic
workforce planning to determine the skills gap
in an organisation, improving training options
for employees and fostering a culture of lifelong
learning.

Ram Charan, Dominic Barton, and Dennis Carey, Talent wins: The new playbook for putting people first, Harvard Business
Review Press, 2018.
Department for Education, Employer Skills Survey, 2018.
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How reskilling can create
economic value for employers
We find that effective reskilling tends to bring a
productivity uplift of 6 to 12 percent. Our analysis
also suggests that virtually every UK worker
needs reskilling: about 30.5 million UK workers
(94 percent of today’s workforce) lack the full suite
of skills they will require in 2030 to perform their
jobs well. Among these workers, 25.5 million would
benefit from upskilling, and a further five million
require retraining.
The good news is that about 75 percent of the
reskilling cases make economic sense for UK
employers. 3 As Exhibit 1 shows, 43 percent of all
reskilling cases would yield payoffs from upskilling
employees in large enterprises and, in a further
30 percent of reskilling cases, small and mediumsized enterprises would receive a net benefit from
upskilling their workers.
In only about 25 percent of cases where reskilling
is needed, employers would not profit from
reskilling their workers. However, even in this
minority of cases, employers can still enjoy

benefits if reskilling costs are complemented by
state support, driven by the social desirability of
reskilling. 4
Clearly, when employers require new or more
advanced skills, and inaction would erode their
competitive advantage, reskilling beats doing
nothing. But why reskill long-standing or new
workers rather than hiring or contracting people
who already have the required skills? Reskilling
offers powerful benefits over hiring for skills:
— Controlling salary costs. Employers entering
the labour market for expert new hires are
likely to be competing with other companies
for scarce skills. Nine out of ten UK employers
are struggling to recruit the skills they need,
and sought-after skills tend to attract a
premium; on average, external hires are paid
about 20 percent more than reskilled workers. 5
In the digital talent pool, particularly, demand
has long outstripped supply; for instance,
requirements for agile skills are four times

Exhibit 1
Large enterprise upskilling
A trivial number of business cases do not pay back

Upskilling and
retraining paybacks
for small/medium and
large UK enterprises
Workers by reskilling need and
employer size, % of total reskilling
business cases
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Ibid.
A set of policy recommendations to stimulate and support reskilling in the UK can be found in “Learning for life: Funding a world-class
adult education system”, CBI, October 2020, cbi.org.uk. Note that the bulk of the analysis was conducted prior to COVID-19 when the
UK was close to full employment. While the broad patterns are still likely to hold, state support for upskilling and retraining is likely to be
required for the unemployed, especially until the labour market tightens again.
“People power”, City & Guilds Group, 2019; “Why external hires get paid more, and perform worse, than internal staff”, Knowledge@
Wharton, March 2012.
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greater than the number of people available
for these roles.6 Further competition in soughtafter positions can be anticipated: McKinsey’s
recent survey of UK executives finds that
about 80 percent expect to hire more people
in tech and automation roles such as digital
customer experience, AI and robotics, cloud
computing and cyber security. In the field
of health and safety, about 96 percent of
executives expect to increase hiring for roles
including contact tracing and sanitising.7
— Avoiding onboarding requirements.
New employees require inculcation into
the workplace. This process, ranging from
regulatory compliance to familiarisation with
workplace procedures and culture, consumes
time and effort, and employees’ effectiveness
can be limited for a long period: on average,
new hires perform at a lower level for their first
two years on the job. 8 By contrast, reskilling
current employees avoids this issue, as they
already have significant workplace knowledge
and networks.
— Tapping into a new pool of diverse talent.
Employers aiming to increase workforce
diversity for certain roles may feel that
traditional routes are not producing enough
suitable candidates, and that they can increase
their options by fishing in new talent pools. This
could involve reskilling their own employees
who are currently in other roles, or taking on
promising new employees who are ready to be
upskilled, as the examples below illustrate.

be expressed in ways that bring benefits to
employers, including high engagement and
productivity in the new role, and contribution
to workplace morale. These conditions
help to promote a virtuous cycle: when a
workplace values its talent, it attracts more
talent. In addition, if employees’ skills have
become obsolete, reskilling reduces the
need for retrenchments, thus avoiding a fall in
workplace morale.
Some UK employers have met the challenge to
redeploy and reskill creatively, instead of reducing
the size of their workforce. A partnership between
trade body Airlines UK and social-care company
Cera includes a scheme to reskill 1,000 cabin crew
in the sought-after role of carers. Though the roles
are in different industries, their similarities permit
reskilling to be as short as ten days.10 Londonbased financial training firm Amplify has provided
airline pilots with practical training in managing an
investment portfolio, on the hypothesis that their
“discipline, control, process and self-awareness”
give them an edge.11 And the supermarket chain
Tesco met heightened demand for online sales by
hiring and reskilling more than 45,000 workers,
such as furloughed pub workers, over two
weeks in March to April 2020.12 In August, Tesco
announced its intention to employ more than
16,000 of its extra workers permanently.13

— Boosting morale. Learning precious new
skills is a powerful source of motivation for
employees: skills training is the numberone choice of prospective employees when
choosing what makes a great employer, and
94 percent of employees say they would
stay at a company longer if it invested in their
career development.9 Such appreciation may
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Satty Bhens, Ling Lau, and Hugo Sarrazin, “The new tech talent you need to succeed in digital”, McKinsey & Company, September 2016,
McKinsey.com.
McKinsey Global Business Executive Survey, July 2020.
“Why external hires get paid more, and perform worse, than internal staff”, op. cit.
Workplace Learning and Development Report, LinkedIn, 2018.
Jill Rennie, “Home care agency to retrain redundant airline staff in new recruitment drive”, Homecare, 28 May 2020, homecare.co.uk.
Laura Noonan, “Pilots swap the cockpit for trading screens”, Financial Times, 15 October 2020, ft.com.
“Coronavirus: Tesco tells people to visit stores to get food”, BBC News, 8 April 2020, bbc.com.
Sarah Butler, “Tesco gives permanent jobs to 16,000 staff taken on in Covid crisis”, Guardian, 24 August 2020, theguardian.com.
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Why employers hesitate
as the skills gap grows
Even prior to the COVID-19 crisis, it was clear
that profound structural shifts lay ahead for the
United Kingdom. The use of technology, including
digitisation and automation, as well as other
global megatrends such as ageing populations,
are radically reshaping employers’ skills needs.
Our pre-COVID-19 research on workforce trends
in the United Kingdom showed that the demand
for occupations such as managers, technology
specialists and health professionals could rise
by nearly 20 percent by 2030, while the demand
for administrative and manual roles could decline
just as steeply.14 The crisis is set to reinforce these
shifts.15 In a recent McKinsey survey, more than 60
percent of UK firms reported that digitisation of
customer channels had accelerated since the start
of the COVID-19 outbreak, and about 80 percent
of UK executives reported accelerated digitisation
of employee interaction and collaboration.16
UK companies will need to respond to current
trends by transitioning a large part of their
workforce into new roles or skill levels over
the next decade. Without concerted action by
employers, two-thirds of the UK workforce could
lack basic digital skills by 2030, while more
than ten million people could be underskilled in
leadership, communication, and decision making.17
Skills already in shortage, such as those needed in
e-commerce and supply-chain analytics,
are likely to face higher demand not just in the
crisis but over the long term. Moreover, many
low-skilled jobs displaced in the crisis may never
come back. McKinsey analysis shows that the
pandemic has polarised the UK job market,
pushing some occupations more deeply into
oversupply (Exhibit 2).
On a societal level, the confluence of COVID-19
and long-term workforce trends could put the
United Kingdom’s most vulnerable demographics
at further risk. For example, part-time workers
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make up 24 percent of the United Kingdom’s
workforce, but account for 35 percent of jobs
at risk during the COVID-19 crisis. Many jobs
at risk are held by younger workers, and young
women face the greatest jobs risk of all age
and gender groups, partly because of their high
representation in jobs such as sales and retail
assistants, receptionists, and waiters.18
In addition, regional dominance and disadvantage
are set to be consolidated: while regions with
strong employment growth, such as London,
are expected to continue to enjoy growth, those
regions that have struggled economically, like
Northern Ireland, may face further difficulty.
Unless imaginative action is taken, many workers
could face a vicious cycle involving loss of jobs
or income and reduced access to skills-building;
many of the occupations most likely to see
shrinking demand have low rates of workforce
training.
Despite these forces pointing to acute skills
shortages, the current UK reskilling landscape
falls short of its high potential. According to
the UK government, 62 percent of employees
received training in 2017.19 This amounts to about
two-thirds of the potential for the period until
2030, according to our analysis. For 43 percent of
workers in small to medium enterprises, there is no
training at all.20 And in the lowest socioeconomic
group, 49 percent of people have received no
training since graduating from high school.21
Given the scale of the challenge, what stands in
the way of scaling up reskilling? Our discussions
with employers across sectors of the UK economy
point to several significant barriers.
The first is lack of clarity about the skills gap.
Employers may be uncertain about the gap
between current capabilities and skills that the
company requires. Such an understanding calls for
a full grasp of employees’ skills, as well as detailed

“The future of work: Rethinking skills to tackle the UK’s looming talent shortage”, McKinsey & Company, November 2019, McKinsey.com.
“What 800 executives envisage for the postpandemic workforce”, McKinsey & Company, September 2020, McKinsey.com.
McKinsey Global Business Executive Survey, July 2020.
“The future of work: Rethinking skills to tackle the UK’s looming talent shortage”, op. cit.
“COVID-19 in the United Kingdom: Assessing jobs at risk and the impact on people and places”, McKinsey & Company, May 2020,
McKinsey.com.
Employer Skills Survey, 2018, op. cit.
Small Business Survey: businesses with employees, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2018.
Grade DE, 26% of UK people aged 16–64, semi-skilled and unskilled manual occupations, unemployed and lowest-grade occupations.
“The adult skills gap: is falling investment in UK adults stalling social mobility?” Social Mobility Commission, January 2019.
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Exhibit 2

The coronavirus pandemic has further polarised the job market,
exacerbating likely future surpluses in specific occupations
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Source: McKinsey Global Institute Jobs Lost Jobs Gained model; ONS; McKinsey Global Institute Analysis; McKinsey analysis

insight into the capacities required to meet
challenges and opportunities in the enterprise, the
industry and the economy. This can be difficult for
small businesses, as the analysis may require more
time and effort than they can easily spare. It may
also be a challenge for large enterprises, because
of the scale and scope of their operations and
aspirations. Moreover, in some big organisations,
the responsibility of reflecting on skills is devolved
to smaller units, each lacking the resources to
create a holistic view of current and required
capabilities. In an interview with McKinsey, a
senior official at one traditional UK institution
noted that the individual administrative units are
“miles off” from a mature skills analysis.
A further barrier is concern about the costs
of reskilling. Among the UK employers we
surveyed, many managers said costs were a key
reason why they were not investing in training.
For small enterprises in particular, the costs
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Job at risk due to COVID-19
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can be considerable, including a salary for
internal trainers or fees to external trainers, the
opportunity cost of losing labour for the duration
of training, and the expense of managing and
administering training.
Additional barriers include the following:
— Lack of clarity about suitable training
offerings. Faced with a potentially complex
and non-transparent array of training
offerings, employers may not know which
training – or indeed, whether any training – will
suit their needs.
— Attitude to learning as a youthful activity.
Employers might regard learning as apt for an
early stage of life, prior to entering a career,
rather than embracing lifelong learning as a
fruitful way to deal with a changing economy.
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How to translate reskilling into
returns: three steps for employers
Our review of global best practice indicates that
organisations enjoy successful reskilling by
undertaking three steps: conducting strategic
workforce planning; improving the training offer;
and creating a strong learning environment, in
both business processes and mindset.

Step 1: Conduct strategic workforce
planning
Strategic workforce planning involves letting an
organisation’s long-term needs drive its skills
requirements, comparing these requirements
to current skills and determining the best way to
bridge the gap. To conduct strategic workforce
planning, employers can follow this approach:
— Clarify their aim over the next three to
five years, and their strategy for reaching
it. Reskilling is not isolated from long-term
strategic considerations: strategy should drive
skills requirements.
— Identify the skills required to execute this
strategy. Here, employers formulate the talent
plan that will deliver on the business plan. It
needs to be granular and quantified, stating
the different types of roles required and the
skills needed from employees in each of those
roles.
— Accurately map existing skills in the
organisation. Once an employer has
established the demand for skills, the next
move is to determine supply by performing a
skills audit. It is important to use capabilitybased assessments, which may deviate from
formal qualifications. For instance, while 92
percent of talent professionals say that soft
skills matter as much as or more than hard
skills, 57 percent find it difficult to assess
soft skills accurately.22 Capability-based
assessments can deal directly with this
challenge. A skills audit can also include the
capacity to learn at pace, which is important
for reskilling to be successful.

22
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— Calculate the skills gap. Exhibit 3 depicts an
example of such an analysis for a business unit
in a consumer services company. Calculating
the skills gap calls for close investigation of
the specific bundle of skills required in a role.
While jobs with similar-sounding titles may
call for different skills, jobs that seem quite
distinct might have deep similarities. For
example, one former cabin-crew member
trained by Cera remarked that she had
entered her new position as a carer already
accustomed to a customer-facing working day,
and to identifying and assisting with medical
emergencies.23
— Develop scenarios to close the gap. How
best to close the skills gap depends partially
on how close current skills are to requirements,
the “adjacency” between them. Exhibit 4
shows the various levers of action available to
employers, based on the degree of adjacency.

Step 2: Improve the training offer
There is much potential to improve reskilling:
about 50 percent of HR and learning managers
admit to not delivering the right training for
employees to fulfil their potential in the role.24 And,
much of the time, reskilling ineffectiveness is due
to poor upfront engagement and poor sustainment
afterwards.
To improve the training offer, employers can
measure the impact of their training and rely on
economy-wide insights, use reskilling that is
tailored, on the job and modular, and partner with
suitable skills providers and other organisations.
Specific steps include the following:
— Measure impact. Employers can prioritise
impact measurement, tracking unit and
individual metrics to measure the effect
of training on performance, and ultimately
the return on investment (ROI) of training.
Many organisations do not monitor the ROI
of training, which means that they do not
know how effective their training is, or how to
improve it.

“Global Talent Trends 2019: The 4 ideas changing the way we work”, LinkedIn Talent Solutions, business.linkedin.com.
Claudia Tanner, “‘I want to make a difference’: 1,000 cabin crew staff who’ve lost jobs due to coronavirus to be retrained as carers”, 10
June 2020, inews, inews.co.uk.
Thomas Berglund, “Learning tailored to people’s needs”, Training Journal, December 2012.
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Exhibit 3

Sample output of business-unit planning: ideal future state skill mix
for FP&A (financial planning and analysis) of a retail company
Degree of skill gap

Critical future skills for the FP&A
of the future
Skills present today
that we will continue
to need at the
current level of
proficiency

Moderate

Intermediate

Acute

Skill proficiency required

Business strategy (knowledge of strategy)
Insurance & investments (incl. product knowledge)
Digital fluency (MS Office, basic tools)
Leadership (influencing, presence)

Skills present today
but that we need to
increase in
proficiency

Process improvement (lean, 6 sigma, automation)
Problem-solving (critical/strategic thinking)
Financial & market analysis (forecasting, modelling)
Complex accounting (advanced statutory & GAAP)
Communication (storytelling, presentation)

New skills that we
don’t currently have

AI & advanced analytics (big data, machine learning)
Virtual people management (team management)
Actuarial science (understanding/translation)

Source: McKinsey Academy

Exhibit 4

Sample output of gap analysis: there are multiple levers to pull when reshaping
the workforce, dependent on skill “adjacency”
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— Rely on economy-wide insights. Employers
can use insights from economy-wide analysis
performed by government or academia to
understand demand and supply drivers in the
labour market. This will provide employers
with salient and reliable information to support
their decisions on worker segments and their
recommendations for transitions.
— Tailor reskilling. Employers may tailor the
training to the type of skills, the kind of gap and
the workforce segment. Organisations would
do well to consider all aspects and modes of
training, such as reinforcement, immersive
experiences, social learning, and collaboration.

a week for formal learning, employers can
benefit by incorporating on-demand learning
and on-the-job training.25
— Employ modular reskilling. A powerful mode
of learning is modular, bite-sized training. On
average, this is almost 30 percent cheaper
than learning delivered in a single aggregation
of topics, fits more easily into employer
schedules and delivers almost twice the ROI of
the more traditional approach.26
— Partner with other organisations. Employers
may be able to enhance ROI by partnering with
skills providers, other employers, non-profit
organisations and the government.

— Offer on-the-job reskilling. Given that the
average employee has less than half an hour

25
26
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Josh Bersin, “A new paradigm for corporate training: learning in the flow of work,” June 2018, joshbersin.com.
“The bite-size revolution”, Mind Gym, 2019, themindgym.com.
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Bold approaches to reskilling: lessons from pioneering employers
Some organisations are leading the way in smart and far-sighted reskilling. Emilie Joubert, Vice
President Human Resources Europe for the multinational personal-care-products company Beiersdorf,
has noted in an interview with McKinsey that the company was already enhancing capabilities across the
organisation before the COVID-19 crisis. Nowadays, she pointed out, “a cosmetics business is a digital
business too”.
Beiersdorf aims to be “digital with a human touch”, and identifies employees eager to take on special
roles, such as “digital ninjas”, who serve as digital ambassadors for their teams. Given the magnitude
of the transformation required, hiring the required number of specialists from outside is simply not a
pragmatic option. Across its business, the company has uncovered “sleeping beauties”: people who may
traditionally have been less energised by change, but who now relish the opportunity to discuss their
ideas for digital innovations.
Joubert remarked on the importance of bite-sized learning opportunities to account for different
learning styles and needs. For instance, Beiersdorf’s programme “Europe goes Digital” offers a range
of learning formats for digital skills – such as white papers, podcasts, webinars, video links, slides and
events – from in-house or external experts.
Nationwide Building Society has invested £1.3 billion into a Technology Development Programme,
partnering with tech-skill training company QA Talent to reskill and deploy bright candidates who want
to kickstart their careers in IT at Nationwide.27 Trainees coming through the pipeline are a mixture of
transfers from across the business and new hires.28
At Nationwide, reskilling follows a Recruit, Train, Deploy model. Candidates are recruited through faceto-face interviews, AI screenings and technical assessments.29 They receive an initial intensive 12-week
bootcamp, where they learn skills to make them work-ready for specific roles. 30 In one to two years,
candidates graduate from the programme, and are deployed in roles across Nationwide. 31 This not only
allows for seamless on-boarding, but also removes the risks of employment liabilities, as QA Talent
employs these tech specialists during deployment. 32
In the US state of Virginia, the Virginia Ready Initiative has responded to the COVID-19 crisis by working
with companies in industries which include manufacturing, health care and technology, mapping
their demand for occupations, and partnering with community colleges across the state to design
credentialled programmes that develop the necessary skills. Glenn Youngkin, founder of VA Ready, has
highlighted the outstanding capacities for alignment between businesses and community colleges,
producing curricula that evolve dynamically to meet current needs. VA Ready aims to retrain 10,000 to
15,000 unemployed people in two years – and, within two weeks of its launch, 10,000 people had come
to the website, and more than 1,000 had started the process. 33
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‘Introducing the Technology Development Programme’: https://youtu.be/uma5N7Kja-8. 21 June 2019; “Case study: Nationwide gets a
customised technical training academy”, QA, qa.com.
Email from Thomas O’Reilly, Head of Group Strategy, QA, 25 September 2020.
“Bringing digital talent to businesses”, QA, qa.com.
Ibid.; email from Thomas O’Reilly.
Technology Development Programme, Nationwide, nationwide-jobs.co.uk.
“Bringing digital talent to businesses”, op. cit.
“Reskilling for a changing economy: A discussion with Glenn Youngkin”, McKinsey & Company, September 2020, McKinsey.com.
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Step 3: Foster a culture of lifelong
learning

employers to show that reskilling is a business
priority that will help their careers.

A skills transformation is a complex process, and
employers can improve their chance of success
by focusing on workers, managers and metrics as
follows:
— Make skills training the default. Many
workers fear that admitting they have a training
need will reveal performance issues. This
means they may not opt in to training even
if they know they need it. In consequence, it
helps to make skills training the default, with
the possibility to opt out if workers’ skills are
sufficiently advanced.
— Make options accessible. Workers may be
willing to train, but not know where to look,
or be put off by long bureaucratic processes.
Employers can ensure that options for training
are easily accessible, and should work with
providers to make the employees’ user journey
compelling.
— Clarify the link to career advancement.
In addition, many workers will not buy into
training unless they understand why there
is a need for it, and to which specific goals it
will contribute. It therefore makes sense for

— Incentivise managers. In order to motivate
managers to drive effective reskilling, they
may be evaluated not only on the performance
of the business, but also on the performance
of their people. Managers’ training can
emphasise the importance of building team
members’ skills and provide guidance on how
best to deliver reskilling.
— Have leaders serve as role models. Workers
often feel unsupported in training, and fear
failure. Leaders and managers can serve as
role models for learning, actively participating
in training, and communicating personal
challenges and failures along the way.
Organisational transformations where leaders
model the change themselves are more
than four times more likely to succeed than
transformations where they do not. 34
— Keep measuring. It is valuable for
organisations to establish a disciplined
management process for the reskilling
transformation, including continuous
measurement.

***
Our analysis shows that reskilling the workforce, whether in the form of upskilling or retraining, can offer
far greater payoffs to UK employers than they have unlocked to date. Over time, as the skills gap widens
owing to the impact of workplace trends and COVID-19, this may become a threat. But, in the near future,
the strong need for reskilling is best seen as an economic opportunity for UK organisations. They can
capture the upside by performing strategic workforce planning, enhancing their training offerings,
transforming their learning culture and following pioneering peers who are achieving global excellence
by cultivating diverse talent from creative sources.

34
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McKinsey Quarterly Transformational Change survey, January 2010, McKinsey.com; “The science of organizational transformations”,
McKinsey Global Survey results, September 2015, McKinsey.com.
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